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What were the events leading up to your departure from Hamburg? 

I’ll begin about 75 years ago, in 1933, when I really became aware of what it feels like to be a 

Jew in a predominantly Lutheran and non-Jewish community. It was a scene at the soccer field. 

A buddy of mine and I were going through the park in Hamburg, where I started playing soccer 

when I was 9 or 10. I loved soccer. I played with neighborhood kids. A couple of years later I 

was goalie, was still going to that park and playing with the same kids. I was trying to kick a 

goal, and someone said, “Get away from here, we don’t want Jews here, get away dirty Jew!” I 

couldn't understand. At the same time, one of the kids tried to throw a brick at my head. I said to 

my friend, “What does this mean?”  

I repeated that same story in Hamburg 65 years later. I said to my friend, “What does it 

mean to be a Jew?” Before that, when I was a little kid, we were a civilized society. We were all 

one group, the Catholics, the Jews, and Protestants. Suddenly you’re branded, “Get away, dirty 

Jew.” It was such a shock. I told my audience that up to that point I wasn’t a Jew, but that event 

was defining. Up to that point I thought I was a German Jew. Suddenly you’re an outcast.  

Let’s jump ahead to Kristallnacht, five years later in 1938, I was 15. Hamburg was a 

[mild?] city. You heard about the arrests and the persecutions in southern cities, but here, things 

were very organized. My brother Ralph, who is 3 years older, had been out with a girlfriend and 

used a public bathroom and the SS men were stationed in the restroom to see if the men or boys 

were circumcised. If they saw a man was circumcised, they arrested him.  [aside: That’s why I 

asked you if you have seen the movie, “Europa, Europa”? I suggest you see it. It has to do with 

the terror that a Jewish boy that is a teenager is afraid to be discovered to be circumcised.] So 



Ralph was arrested and after that he was quickly whisked off to Denmark, which is nearby, and I 

think was still friendly.  

You’ve got to understand that there were always the bad Germans, the tough guys, SS 

people stationed in the neighborhood. The lady at the flower store said, “We take care of our 

people; maybe there’s some discrimination,” so they whitewash it, …That is the answer to the 

question, Why did people cling on? Because they always found that there were some nice people 

who were empathetic, who would look after your groceries; there was the hope; how could they 

have such terrible intent? It was hard to believe that people really intended to be killers! It took 

us from 1932, the first experience of having a brick thrown at me--I mean before that, I went to 

church together with my nurse, we were all assimilated. In the 1920s Germany was an incredibly 

assimilated country. Germany, if you know the 1920s, was a period of Weill, and Brecht, a 

whole musical scene, a really assimilated scene. Suddenly, in 1931, 1932, 1933, we didn’t know 

what was hitting us.  

I must say, that at that point, Zionism became a wonderful refuge. We were kicked out of 

public school, the gymnasium, very good high school, in 1934; we were asked to leave the 

school. We were brought to the Talmud Torah school, the Jewish school. So at that point, being 

Jewish was a wonderful rescue. Because we were among Jews, accepted.  

We told our parents to light the Shabbat candles. It was very liberating. Theodore Herzl, 

the founder of Zionism, we read him like the Bible with Kafka and so on. We had study groups 

as teenagers to kind of learn our Jewish heritage. We told our parents about it. My parents never 

heard about having a Shabbat. We indoctrinated them, my brother and I, and the whole younger 

generation did this. So in some way, Zionism was a way of saving us and giving us self-esteem, 

as opposed to our parents, who were clinging onto being assimilated Jews.  



One other thing, we couldn't get a job anymore. People began to say, you better prepare 

yourself for leaving. We learned all kinds of trades. I didn’t know I was going to come to 

America. I became an expert in immigration, about 1937 to 1939. You had to learn languages. 

Clearly, coming to America was the most desirable place. But you came to Shanghai, to Cuba--

there’s a whole story, about Cuba to Puerto Rico-- to South Africa, so we learned the languages. 

In order to prepare, we learned a trade, because we didn’t know if we’d survive… so we 

gradually, in 1935, 1936, 1937, 1938 got survival training. I worked in a carpenter’s shop. But 

the only thing the Nazis allowed us was to make was coffins! So I learned the carpentry trade 

because Jewish coffins cannot be polished. So I became an expert carpenter in 1937-38. Or 

people became locksmiths, because we felt learning to be locksmiths or making coffins we were 

learning so we could get to the promised land. We were thinking about all kinds of possibilities. I 

was advising some of my mother’s friends.  

Now, my brother Ralph was older and was more in danger because they were aiming to 

arrest —initially the arrests were never meant to be exterminations at the death camp. It was true 

it was Hitler but nobody could believe that this was really meant seriously. Not until 1940 did the 

first rumors come. I’m talking about the period of transition.  

 Ralph was sent to Denmark after the arrest at the public restroom. We had relatives in 

Denmark and he was hiking there and he was sending us [letters]. The German culture was so 

repressive – as you know Hitler killed homosexuals, homosexuals were exterminated just as 

Jews were—and Ralph was reporting to us about Tivoli Gardens Copenhagen, an amusement 

park like Coney Island, with girlie shows, telling us what the Danes do, how there was nudity, 

etc.  And he met this girl, and this is a good story because she saved our lives. Her name was 

Elsa Yonksin(?) and she came from Ormandy, Denmark. She went to the last People’s Congress 



sponsored by Leon Bloom, the president of France at the same time as Chamberlain was the 

P.M. of England, and he was a socialist. And they were getting together what is now the 

European Federation, trying to alert against Hitler. And, of course, the Nazis condemned it and 

nothing ever came of it because Munich happened and Chamberlain capitulated.  

Elsa Yonsin was a leftist, very blonde and Nordic girl, liberal left winger. And she came 

to visit us in Hamburg by way of Lyon, France, on her way back to Denmark. We had a cousin 

in Denmark, Uncle Rudolf, and we needed the cash for my father to get the transport to get to 

America. Part of my immigration business, I knew the various codes. The United States during 

the Depression days had laws that required, because of the high unemployment, they were very 

afraid of anyone from Europe becoming a dependent. So you had very stringent laws, and if one 

member of the family could get an affidavit, however, he could bring over his family.  

So the family caucused. We thought if we could get my father and Ralph to America, we 

would then follow suit. But how would we get the passage? Uncle Rudolf in Denmark could 

transform German marks into dollars because Copenhagen was still relatively free—we were not 

allowed to do that. But how would we get it? So my mother took all her jewelry and when Elsa 

came back from Lyon, she asked her if she could take the jewelry to Uncle Rudolf. And she said, 

“Sure. I’ve got big breasts.” She slipped all the jewelry into her chest and went to Uncle Rudolf. 

He right away sold the jewelry for transits and got the tickets for my dad for 10 marks, so he 

could get from Hamburg to Copenhagen. It’s just a ferry ride, very close, and he could get to 

Copenhagen and get his transits. It’s a very exciting story.  

Now I’m moving up 1938, 1939, 1940. The war started September 1st or 2nd or 3rd, 1940. 

So now in 1940, in the winter time, war had been declared already 3 years, but Dunkirk had not 

yet happened. Scandinavia was not yet occupied. When my father arrived in Copenhagen and got 



his ticket, there was supposed to be a boat from Oslo to New York. If you know the geography 

of Scandinavia,  it’s like a lion or a tiger --you go up and down and up again to Reykjavic 

Iceland and from there you go to New York. My dad arrived in Oslo and the Norwegians were in 

cahoots with the English. They were very anti-German and we had the J (for Jewish) passport 

and my father was segregated from all the other Germans. The Norwegians, in order to save the 

Jews, put them on the train across Norway, to Bergen and that saved about 2 days, avoiding the 

boat trip. Do you understand the geography? The Norwegians put the Jews by train to Bergen. 

When my father arrived in Bergen, he boarded the ship to France the next morning. The boat left 

the same day the Nazis landed in Germany. And from there he traveled on to Iceland and he 

went to New York from Montreal. My father now needed to raise the money to get me and my 

mother out of Germany because we were still stuck in Germany. By this time we knew the war 

had started and my mother and I were always down in the basement listening to the BBC 

because it was against the law. Yes, BBC, I get choked up when I think about this. I just loved 

BBC because it allowed us to get news outside of Germany. It [?} the underground, you see. 

 At the same time the English were already bombing Hamburg. We always hoped the 

bombs would drop down below outside of our city. I had to work in the air raid shelters. It was a 

crazy, schizoid time because the neighbors would always say, “Come on Norbert, help us with 

the Lufschutz,” the air raid wardens, but we were of course rooting for the English, except we 

didn’t want them to detain us. So the big thing for us was how would my father get the money. 

My father did not have money. But there was a wonderful mobilization, aid organizations, of 

getting wealthy Americans to give money for affidavits, because of the Depression, that you 

were able to put down $2000. There were relatives of mine in Washington Heights (New York 

City) on 178th street, his name was Loria on Ft. Washington Avenue. This was all his life’s 



savings, but they had to trust us; and, of course, $2000 in those days is like $100,000 today. And 

the understanding was once we were in America we would pay it back, and of course we paid it 

back. But they had to trust us. It was negotiated by –and they’re dead now, wonderful people. 

But I wanted to give you the names of the people who helped us with the rescue. A lot of people 

had the kind of rescue that I did, with their own rescue stories. So my dad was on 178th Street. 

He slept on a cot in the living room with the Lorias. My father was a broker. He lost most of his 

money in the Crash. He was super-American patriotic. To save the nickel it cost to take the 

subway  so he walked from 178th St to Wall Street [that’s 13 miles!] He saw Mr. Meyers, and he 

says, “Are you the Freedman from Warburg/Freedman [the banking house my father worked at 

in Germany]?” And he wrote out the check for $4000. The Lorias had put up $2000 for my dad, 

but he needed an extra $4000 more for my mother and me.  So Mr. Meyers wrote out the check, 

again with the understanding that as soon as we got there we’d would pay him back. So he got 

the money and wired it over via Western Union to Germany. The Germans were only too happy 

to receive dollars. And we were able to purchase the tickets for my mother and myself to get out.  

We’re now in the summer of 1940. Meanwhile, of course, the Maginot Line had been 

crossed, the British got out of Dunkirk, the whole Blitz against the British started, and we 

thought the Germans would never lose. At this point you really became aware that the Germans 

meant business. There were more and more  food rationing; food stamps—you get less if you 

were a Jew—we had to stretch what we ate by sharing (one egg  a day), no coffee, no butter. It 

got more and more difficult to get food stamps. Your nourishment went down. At the same time 

a lot of people were saying, How long can Hitler last? It’ll be over soon, maybe he’ll last another 

3 months. A lot of Jews were always saying Hitler can only last 3 months.  



So we had the tickets and the question was how to go about booking passage. Now this 

was a period of history in which there was a German-Russian nonaggression pact. The axis of 

Italy and Germany reigned supreme; France had fallen and they felt that Stalin was on Hitler’s 

side. So the only thing we could think about was how to get to America. We were lucky because 

of the tickets that we got. Others who didn’t have money went to Shanghai. South Africa was out 

by then. Some went to India. We were able to book passage from Yokohama—the only way out 

was through the east; to the west there was war. That’s why Seattle and San Francisco suddenly 

loomed as the only rescue places.  

The question was how to get there. We got the boat ticket, but how to get from Hamburg 

or Berlin to Yokohama? You had to go through many countries. And every country in those 

Depression days was afraid that they would get unwanted immigration. You had to negotiate. 

Poland had fallen. You had to negotiate with Russia; the Russians would let you go through—

they would take your dollars, which is the only money my father could send us. You could get to 

Manchuria—then a state occupied by the Japanese but it had its own government--Korea and 

Japan, and you had to get transit visas, a difficult task. So we packed—all you were allowed was 

a suitcase. My dad had the foresight right after my brother’s arrest , to say “There’s no future 

here for us.” In order to get out let’s take all our belongings, and we had to give up our 

apartment—and when I’m finished I’ll walk you around the apartment here and show you 

remnants of that, because they’re all around the apartment—we put it all into a steamer case and 

sent it to Hoboken, NJ, because Hoboken was the only port in the U.S. which was a free trade 

zone, and you could just deposit anything at great expense and then release it to wherever you 

wanted to in the U.S. That was really a wise thought by my father. [aside: “The books behind 

you on the shelves are all the German editions that went to Hoboken. I gave you a set of 



silverware from that same set of things stored in Hoboken.”] So my dad put all of that in 

Hoboken but I’ll get back to that because ultimately it arrived in Seattle.   

So we packed only one case. We went to Berlin. Up to this point we were lucky, but here 

I had one moment of gutsyness. Namely, we had curfews. The first trip had to go because there 

were no more railroad connections. You had to go by plane. Poland was devastated, so we went 

from embassy to embassy. We went from Hamburg to Berlin at night.  That was easy. But then 

we stayed with a former girlfriend of an uncle of mine, who was not Jewish—that’s why I’m 

always attached to Lotte Lenya—there were a lot of artists who were performing in Berlin and 

they were attached to Jews. Marya, the former girlfriend of my Uncle Leroy who went to 

Palestine--he was an artist-- she put us up for 3 days. We had to get transit visas. We went from 

embassy to embassy. I was going crazy. I still remember this. The Russian said, “In war, 

everything is ok.” But we had to get to Yokohama –we had to make that trip to be on the boat in 

28 days. Finally the next day, we got the transit tickets, to Russia. We did get it, but now we had 

to get an airplane ticket! And we got the transit ticket to Manchuria. And a transit ticket to Japan. 

All in Berlin in those three days. The Russians were the toughest. They all wanted to know, they 

were afraid we’d get stuck in one place, in their countries. Like immigrants today. We were 

immigrants.  

But then came  the idea of getting a ticket by plane – and by then the only one you could 

get a flight with was Lufthansa. And I went to Lufthansa. The choice was, getting a ticket or 

getting arrested because there was still curfew. You see, I didn’t wear my J badge because I was 

afraid of getting arrested. I had to wait for a cancellation, because a lot of German businessmen 

were going to Moscow. There was Ribbentrop, the [German] foreign minister, together with 

Molotov, who negotiated a trade agreement so there were a lot of rich German businessmen 



going to Moscow. Sure enough around 10:30 at night, the girl calls out, Well, Bubby, you waited 

long enough, come on in now! I got tickets for the next day and quickly got onto the elevated 

train. A little gutsy because I could have gotten arrested.  

It was actually one of the last planes, wasn't it? 

You never know it’s the last boat or plane, but it’s a dramatic story. So we got onto the plane the 

next day. I still remember –they didn’t have jets then, they had propeller planes. We had to take a 

train to Königsberg, which is now Kaliningrad. Went to Minsk, which is now in Belarus, Pinsk, 

Moscow. And there we had to spend 3 days waiting to get the Siberia Express. Three very 

memorable days. We went to the hotel – a famous hotel, the name escapes me, the Russian travel 

agency had booked the hotel, and at that point there was an assembly of Jews –we came from 

Berlin, but there were Jews from Scandinavia, Jews from Italy, Jews from all over because the 

only exit was Moscow and then onto the East.  The west was clogged; you couldn’t get down the 

Mediterranean because it was controlled by Italy. Gibraltar was no longer in English hands, it 

was in Axis hands. It was really very pessimistic. You felt “let’s flee, let’s flee,” but  Germany 

rules the world.  We believed that.  

However, those three days in Moscow were wonderful. Because the intourist (?) sent us 

in Moscow the name of one museum and were saying don’t believe it, even though we are 

{uintelligible?], Stalin’s mistress is Jewish, this is only temporary, Communism is going to save 

us. I can tell you many stories where I met Russian believers, this was before Stalingrad, before 

the invasion, who were really rooting for us. I must say I was a little ashamed of the very middle-

class people among us from Italy and some of the ladies were very anti-Communist; but for those 

of us who were more liberal, Moscow made a very good impression. They were very hospitable. 



We heard the Red Army singing, concerts, a Tchaikovsky concert. We had three very wonderful 

days in Moscow.  

Then we started the train ride on the Siberian Express. It was like the old local on the 

New Haven line, incredibly slow. We had a compartment. Again, I made friends with a Russian 

officer; he was going to the Front –he was an engineer. He gave me a book, [unintelligible} 

“You’re going to America, we wish you well!” The Russians were very warm even though they 

were allied with the Germans at that point.  

I was arrested by the secret police. First of all, we went to Novosibirsk, then to Chita, 

then to Manchuria--a border town of Manchuria. Manchuria was occupied by the Japanese. As 

we arrived in Chita, suddenly overnight, the train, which had been filled with Russian soldiers, 

suddenly became empty. The whole train was empty, including my friend the engineer who gave 

me the book. There were just 20 or 30 of us on the train as it traveled to Japan. Otherwise it was 

an empty train. Chita was a beautiful city, on a huge lake, Baikal. After that we got to a little 

town in Manchuria—Japanese territory. At the exit they were suddenly talking [he makes 

guttural noises], and my mother and the Jews went on—the Jewish transport went on--but I was 

kept behind. I was arrested and kept for 2 or 3 hours. I didn’t know why. My mother was waiting 

outside, she was going crazy, but she stayed behind.  The others all went on to the Japanese [?]. 

Finally they asked me if I was reading a book by Victor Hugo? I said no. Suddenly I 

remembered that the engineer had given me one of his books to read. I never read the book, but 

he inscribed it. There’s a law that Russian citizens, especially those who worked for the 

government, must not send printed material to people who are leaving the country. So he had 

violated that law. I have no idea what happened to that poor soul. He had signed it, “Povaritch, 

fondly,” in English. And so then they wanted all my papers. As an immigrant you have all kinds 



of addresses of people, in Los Angeles, Chicago, New York. They confiscated my address book 

because they were convinced I might have contacted a “spy,” because that was their suspicion. 

But the Russians talked to each other and finally said, Oh, let him go.  

So then we got to Manchuria. And here I’m going to tell you a wonderful sexy story. The 

Japanese really were very intent to impress upon us how much they loved America. We were 

received in a Geisha house—they were wonderful waitresses, they were charming—no making 

out, maybe if I’d been older, but it was really just to give us tea with these ladies. It was hot as 

hell and they made us comfortable and welcome. I by the way was kind of the translator for the 

group because I learned English, though I spoke with an accent. I was pretty conversant in 

English.  

Then they escorted us to the train. The train was a beautiful, modern, American-built 

train, a lovely train with compartments. The interesting thing was, here was the next moment of 

danger. Because  I was the one who knew English in our transport of 28 people, a Japanese 

officer approached me, and he clearly was an intelligence officer, and he wanted to know why 

there was a sudden diminution of military personnel just before. He was interrogating me. Who 

was there, were they air force officers? They were just soldiers. I was trying to [distract] him –he 

had gone to the University of Chicago, and I told him I wanted to know more about America, but 

he wanted to know about the soldiers. He didn’t get very much out of me because I didn’t want 

to get arrested a second time. But it was very entertaining, I had a nice meal, the Japanese were 

very inviting and receptive and gracious. The train went to a city called Harbin, it was capital of 

Manchuria, a part of China now. We got into Harbin—and suddenly a Rabbi appeared. He had 

gotten word that there was a transport of Jews coming in on the train from Moscow. Harbin was 

a city that was mostly Asian but it had a strong Russian population. And many Russian Jews 



came and settled there during the revolution because they were anti-Soviet; but they were 

intellectuals. You find Jewish enclaves all over Asia, in Bombay now. They have strong ties to 

the West. This rabbi represented the local Talmud Torah; it was a Friday night, and we had a 

meal with challah, we were singing Jewish songs, for 7 or 8 hours, we had this wonderful 

reception, this oasis of Jewish life in the midst of killing. 

 At that point, the transport split, some took the train to Shanghai (I believe the Jews in 

Shanghai were all rescued) and we were lucky to be able to go down the Korean peninsula and 

ultimately to Yokohama. We went to Korbe (?), Korbanjon (?), Seoul, Busan, Koba, and 

Yokohama.  

In Yokohama, I saw the last vestiges of Nazism because as you know, suddenly we were 

back in Japan, part of the Axis. They were never wholeheartedly anti-Semitic though there were 

certain hostilities. So we got to the hotel in Yokohama, again the Japanese trains were wonderful, 

suddenly we saw German yachts with swastikas. We spent 2 or 3 days there and the Germans 

really bragged that they owned Yokohama. But there were also Americans there. One thing you 

have to realize-- it is now August 1940; we are a year and quarter before Pearl Harbor. There 

was a peace movement; as we were ascending the boat in Yokohama, there were American kids 

from Northeast colleges, like Dartmouth, Swarthmore, a group of about 20-30 kids, some of 

them wanted to have a  peace march. They wanted to put pressure on the Japanese government to 

convene a peace conference and establish peaceful relations. These were wonderful kids, 

idealists. It was my first contact with American students. There were girls with sloppy corduroy 

skirts and guys with khaki pants and dirty sweaters, and they said, “Come and join us!” They 

spoke to me because of my being able to speak English. So then we formed a chain. Some of the 

Americans stayed in Yokohama for peace activity, and some stayed with us, and as we were 



pulling out of Yokohama we were singing Old Lange Syne. This was the first time I believed I 

was going to come to America! You have no idea how much America and Roosevelt meant to 

us.  

In the middle of the Pacific Ocean, in third class of this Japan ocean liner – the Hiukawa 

Maru, in the middle of the ocean, we got a telegram from my father in New York that my brother 

had been rescued through submarine warfare (?) and had just entered the St Lawrence River. So 

my brother and my father were united in New York and were on the way to Seattle. We stopped 

off in Vancouver and then got to Seattle. We were the second transport to arrive this way. This is 

why I love Seattle so much and when I go out there I see my German Jewish friends, who did 

very well over the years, by the way. It was an amazingly successful immigration, where those 

who came before were notified by Western Union that we were arriving and they met us on Pier 

91, which is the large international pier in Seattle. The Jewish agencies came to us and said we 

will rent a house for you and if you have furniture you can use it as a boarding house to make 

sure that other immigrants can go there. I told them we had some furniture in storage.  They 

advanced some money, they allowed us to use some of the deposit money from Mr Meyers, and 

they refunded Mr. Meyers. There was a huge fundraising campaign, a tremendous mobilization 

by the Jewish community. We were promised to get a boarding house. They said, we will pay for 

the freight passage from Hoboken,  which has to go through the Panama Canal and up the west 

coast to Seattle! All the stuff that you see here in the apartment was all in Seattle. My brother and 

I divided everything up after my father and mother died.  

Most of the stuff, all the blankets, all the wooden things had rotted. What survived was 

books, china, and silver, and some of the figures you see out in the hall. We ended up going to 

second hand stores in Seattle to furnish the boardinghouse. Still it’s precious. One final thing, we 



got that house for $2000 and they gave us credit and we got the house for nothing because we 

rented it for a year. Before the credit bubble it sold for $350,000. Same house.  

That’s it, that is my exodus story. Let’s go look at the things around the apartment that 
were from the Hoboken storage.  

 
 
 
THE END 


